A b s t r a c t An extension of the traditional two-armed bandit problem is considered. in which the decision maker has access to some side information before deciding which arm to pull. At each time t , before making a selection, the decision maker is able to observe a random variable, X,, that provides some information on the rewards to be obtained. The focus is on finding uniformly good rules (that minimize the growth rate of the regret) and on quantifying how much the additional information helps. Various settings are considered and asymptotically tight lower bounds on the achievable regret are provided.
Introduction
Since the publication of 1121, bandit problems have attracted much attention in various areas of statistics, control, learning: and economics (e.g., see 15, 10, 111). In the classical two-armed bandit problem, at each time a player selects one of two arms and receives a reward from a distribution associated with the arm selected. The essence of the bandit problem is that the reward distributions are unknown_ and so there is a fundamental tradwff between gathering information about the unknown reward distributions and choosing the arm we currently think is best. A rich set of problems arises in trying to find an optimal/reasonahle balance between these conflicting objectives (also referred to as learning versus control, or exploration versus exploitation).
In the traditional setting, the underlying distribution of the arms is expressed by a pair of parameters, In this paper, we consider an extension of the classical two-armed bandit where we have access to side information before making our decision about which arm to pull. In contrast with this previous work, we explore various general settings and focus on finding asymptotically tight lower hounds. Our work is very much along the fines of [lo] and subsequent work such as [1, 2] . The settings are described as follows. In the case that {X,} is independent of CO, we are not able to learn CO through {Xi). However, the rewards of the two arms may vary depending on the value of the side observation. Thus, by observing X, in advance, we can hope to do better than without any side observation. We can also view this situation as having many related twrrarmed bandit machines ~ one for each value of X,, so that observing X, tells us which bandit machine we are playing at time t . The connection between different machines is that they have the same common configuration pair (6'1,82), so that the rewards observed from one machine. provide inforrnation on all of the others (different values of Xt). This is the key aspect that makes the setup distinct from simply having many independent bandit problem.
We consider the following three cases of further refinements within this setting. However, since the rewards obtained will depend on X,, the intuition is that we can postpone our learning until it is the most advantageous to us. We show that, asymptotically, our performance will be governed by the most "informative" bandit (among different values of X t ) . Hence, we pay no penalty in terms of the constant in the log t growth rate of regret for having to learn which is the most advantageous bandit.
Best Arm

4.
Mixed Case: This is a general case that combines the previous two, and contains the main contribution of this paper. For some possible configurations one arm may always be preferred (for any X t ) , while for other possible configurations, the preferred arm depends on Xt. We exhibit an algorithm that achieves the best possible in either case.
That is, if the hest arm depends on X t , we achieve bounded regret as in Case 2, while if the underlying configuration is such that one arm is always preferred, then we get the results of Case 3.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2. we introduce the general formulation. In Sections 3 through 6, we consider the above four cases in turn.
General Formulation
The following discussions are all based on the probability space (O,F, Pc,)~, where Pc, is an element of a family of probability measures, { P C }~~~~. The whole family is known to the player, hut the true value of the corresponding index. CO = (6' 1,&), has to he learned through experiments. We define a uniformly good rule as follows.
In what follows, we only consider uniformly good rules and regard other rules as uninteresting.
3 Direct Information
Formulation
In this setting, the side observation, X t , directly reveals information about CO = (6',.6'z) in the following way.
Let G c denote the marginal distribution of X t under configuration C .
As a result, observing the empirical distribution of X, does give us useful information about the underlying parameter pair CO. Thus, this is an identifiability condition.
Scheme of bounded regret
Cpnditipn 1 For any fixed CO, and any sequence,
Condatzon 1 says that whenever our estimation {CT} is close enough to our authentic pair, CO, Vx, the preference order of
is the same as ( The support of Xt.
P I ( c~) (~) . P Z ( C " ) (~) ) .
The authentic configuration parameter pair ( R l , 82). which is the unknown index of the given probability distribution family, { P C }~~~. . The total number of samples on arm i up to timet.
The total number of samples on the inferior arm up to time t.
The value of arm Y' at the a-th pull of the instants Xt = z h .
The value of arm Y' at the a-th pull of all time instants. The total times arm 1 has been pulled up to time t, when Xt = zh. < 03 a.s.
We prove Theorem 3.1 by providing a hounded-regret scheme as follows.
Step 1: After time t, construct where Lt is the empirical measure of the side observations, {Xl,...,Xt}, and p is the Prohorov metric4 for probability measures.on R.
Step 2: Arbitrarily pick Ct E C t , and set = -hf&(&+d.
By the lafge deviation theorem and Condition I , the estimate Ct approaches CO in an exponentially fast way, which implies the expected duration of p(Cf, CO) 2 6 is finite, and thus the expectation of T,,f(t) is bounded, too. (1)
4 Best Arm Depends on Xt 4.1 Formulation Henceforth, we consider the cme in which observing X t will not reveal any information about CO, but only reveals information about the upcoming reward, yt'.
In this section, we assume that the side observation, Xi, is always able to change the preference order, as in Figure 1 . Here are the formal statements (with titles), and the needed regularity conditions (enumerated).
1. X is a finite space, denoted by X = {z', . . . , z k }
V & , & , z , 1(81,&1z
) is strictly larger than 0, and is finite.
The first condition embodies the idea of treating Xt as the index of several different bandit problems, which also simplifies our proof. The second condition is to make sure all of these different bandit problems are non-trivial, with non-identical arms. To facilitate our proof, we also assume the parameter space is a subspace of the reals, 0 c R, and Vx, fig(x) is continuous w.r.t. 
8.
Scheme of bounded regret
t-m lim E{Ti,f(t)} < m.(2)
Such a d e ls obtiously unifonnly good.
We construct a bounded-regret allocation rule as follows.
Step I: Since x is finite, x = {x1,x2,...,xk}, we can define ni((t) = maxht(l ,..., k.{T/(t)}, i = 1,2.
h"(t) are the indices of the corresponding n'(t).
Step 2: 41 = 1 , c ++q = 2, $3 = 1, da = 2, d5 = 1.
$6 = 2.
Step 3: After time t , construct the following set
with
u(C.t) 2 p(Hl(c)(.Ixhl'(t)), L:"(t)(t)) + P ( H z ( c ) ( . l x h Z ' ( t ) ) , L~* ( t ) ( t ) ) (4)
where LF(t) is the empirical measure of sampling in group {Ydh}. As before, p(P. Q ) is the Prohorov metric on R. Then arbitrarily choose et E Ct.
Step where x2 has the largest information distance
I ( o b , w X ) .
In this scheme. we have introduced an initial forced sampling mechanism u.hich guarantees that we pull both arms a number of times with order greatef than O ( t * ) . Since the error between the estimates Ct and CO goes t o 0 exponentially fast w.r.t. the sample size, O ( t * ) , the expected duration of p ( C t . t . 0 ) > c is bounded. When the forced sampling mechanism is not activated, we need only sample the seemingly better arm (depending on X,). and the regular appearances of all X t = z ensure that we sample both arms often enough (with the order O ( t ) ) . As a result, the forced sampling mechanism will terminate quickly (bounded expectation). Since incorrect sampling results either from incorrect estimation, or from forced sampling. the scheme provided has E{T,,,(t)} < 00.
Best Arm Does Not Depend on Xt
Formulation
Following Section 4, we assume {Xt} is independent of CO. But now, VCo, X , = x will not change the preference order of (pg,(x),pg2(x)), as in the following statements and in Figure 2 .
Within the same two regularity conditions as in Section 4.1. we have improvements over the traditional handit problems. where KC, = infs:Fs(z)>rs,(e) suP.~x{I(@i,@b)}.
Lower bound
Furthermore, by Markov's inequality we also have
This situation is like having several related bandit machines, whose reward distributions are all determined by the common configuration pair. (01.82). The information obtained from one machine is also applicable to the other machines. If arm 2 is always better than arm 1, we wish to sample arm 2 most of the time (the control part), and force-sample arm 1 once in a while (the learning part). With the help of the side information X,. we can pull the seemingly better arm most of the time, and postpone our forced sampling (learning)
to the most informative Xt = x. As a result, the constant in the log1 lower bound in [lo] has been further reduced to Kco.
With the additional assumption that 0 is finite. we have the following tightness theorem. Inspired by [l] , the rather involved proof is omitted in this summary.
Theorem 5.2 ( A s y m p t o t i c Tightness)
There ezzsts a scheme achieving the lower bound (6). Accordingly, (6) is an asymptotically tight lower bound.
6 Mixed Case
Formulation
In Sections 4 and 5, we dealt with the cases in which the distribution of X, is independent of Co. The main difference between Sections 4 and 5 is that in one case, Xt always changes the preference, in the other, Xt never changes the order. A much more general case is a mixture of these previous two cases. In this section, we consider this mixed case, which leads t o the main result of this paper. The formal statements are as follows.
Independence: Gc, = G does not depend on Co. Best arm as a function of X,: As in Figure 3 
Conclusion
We have shown that observing additional side information can definitely improve sequential decisions in bandit problems. If the side observation itself directly provides information about the underlying configuration, then it resolves the dilemma of forced sampling and optimal control. The expected regret will he finite as t tends t o infinity, as described in Section 3. If the side observation does not provide information of the underlying configuration (O1. &), hut always affects the preference order, then the myopic approach of sampling the seemingly-hest arm will automatically sample both arms often enough. The expected regret is bounded, as described in Section 4. If the side observation does not affect the preference order at all. the dilemma still exists. However, by postponing our forced sampling to the most informative time instants, we can reduce the constant in the log t lower hound. as described in Section 5. In Section 6, we combine the settings of Sections 4 and 5, and obtain a general result. When the underlying configuration CQ is good (such that Xt will change the preference order), we obtain bounded expected regret as in Section 4. Even if CQ is not good (in that Xt does not change the preference order), the new logt lower bound can he achieved as in Section 5.
